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User Guide (PDF) Of the UseSoft Live Viewer that we recommend. Why?Q: SQL Server SELECT insert
Error Number:1501,State:1,Class:14 The statement has been terminated. I am using SQL Server. I

am trying to insert a record into a table, called Orders, and a corresponding record in another table,
called CustomerLocations. CustomerLocations contains a column called "location". If a record exists,

I want to update that location value, if not insert it. Here is what I have: INSERT INTO Orders
(CustomerID,OrderID) SELECT * FROM CustomerLocations This will work if I have a record that has

already been inserted. If no record exists, it will insert, but not update. A: INSERT INTO Orders
SELECT * FROM CustomerLocations AS [CustomerLocations] LEFT JOIN Orders AS Orders2 ON

[CustomerLocations].CustomerID = Orders2.CustomerID WHERE [CustomerLocations].CustomerID IS
NULL If the first table returned no records (no matches on the left outer join) then the second table

will be updated. THE INCREDIBLE ATOM: THE BEGINNING OF SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY In this
presentation we will examine the early developments of the concept of the atom and its predictions
concerning the Earth. First, we look at the importance of the atom to thinkers such as Plato, then we
examine the atom and its importance to Newton and Galileo, then we look at the predictions of the

atom by Newton and finally we will examine the development of atomic theory into a scientific
concept.Six people, including a Paris metro employee, have been killed in a train collision in the

south of the French capital, with the driver of the other vehicle apparently killing himself. Pictures of
a badly damaged train emerge as the incident unfolded. Six people have been killed in the incident,
and a further 30 passengers were taken to hospital for treatment. Police cordoned off a large area as
they investigated the scene and urged members of the public to remain calm. Elsewhere, President

Emmanuel Macron cut short his visit to China after the accident, and his spokesperson says the
President will make a statement in the coming hours, the Guardian reports. The metro employee is

said to have been killed in the accident. The driver involved
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